Given a family of sets M, a graph G is called an intersection graph of M if a mapping f : V (G) ! M exists so that f(u)\f(v) 6 = ; i uv 2 E(G) for every pair of distinct vertices u; v 2 V (G). The multiset ff(u) : u 2 V (G)g is called an M representation of G.
Intersection graphs, and namely intersection graphs of geometrical objects (elements of M are determined by their geometrical shape) were deeply studied both for their interesting graph theoretical properties and for their practical applications. Among these are interval graphs (intersection graphs of intervals on a line), circular arc graphs (intersection graphs of intervals on a circle), circle graphs (intersection graphs of chords of a circle), to mention just a few. These classes of intersection graphs are recognizable in polynomial time and allow polynomial algorithms for some otherwise NP-complete optimization problems.
Recently, practical applications led to introduction of more complex classes of intersection graphs, most of which are NP-hard to recognize. We wish to mention grid intersection graphs (intersection graphs of vertical and horizontal grid line segments), box intersection graphs ( the case of intersection graphs of unit discs, and of discs of bounded diameters. The unbounded case remained open, and it is the aim of this note to show that recognition of disc intersection graphs (with no bound on the diameters of the discs) is NP-hard. Let us note that the technique of 1] is by its nature of no help for the case of unbounded diameters. Their technique also directly applies to touching graphs of bounded-diameter discs, while unbounded-diamater touching disc graphs are exactly planar graphs and hence easy to recognize 2]. Thus the presented result is the last pebble in the mosaic of the complexity of variants of disc intersection and touching graph recognition problems. We will prove the result in a more general setting of noncrossing arc-connected sets in the plane.
Arc-connected sets A; B E 2 are called noncrossing if both A ? B and B ? A are arc-connected. A graph is called an NCAC graph if it has an intersection representation in which vertices are represented by arc-connected sets in the plane and any two sets of the representation are noncrossing. In particular, disc intersection graphs are NCAC. By a uni ed reduction we show that recognition of disc intersection and NCAC graphs are NP-hard. A simple observation shows that triangle-free disc intersection and NCAC graphs are recognizable in polynomial time, while on the other hand recognition of triangle-free AC graphs (intersection graphs of arc-connected sets) is still NP-hard.
